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Research has shown, through qualitative and quantitative data, Larry’s Giant Subs needs to 
focus on its awareness. Citizens in Lubbock are unaware of the location and are not aware 
of the quality product that goes hand-in-hand with its prices. Larry’s needs to focus its 
awareness on women ages 25-44 who are health conscious with at least one child. 
Although we want our consumers to have a positive point-of-view, we don’t want lack of 
awareness to be an issue and GPS location to be an issue. Promises show that the 
consumer will be interested in what makes Larry’s Giant Subs more appealing in its 
products, service, and convenience that make the price insufficient.products, service, and convenience that make the price insufficient.

After further investigation by talking to the consumers, it showed cost is not a factor in 
quality food when they’re in a hurry for the same effect gained if they ate something 
inexpensive; and that is to be full and feed the family. When consumers think about where 
to eat during their lunch break, they don’t think about Larry’s Giant Subs. Research shows 
location is not an issue in regards to awareness and convenience; however, what 
consumers lack is the knowledge in convenience because they do not realize the location 
it is easily accessible.

Consumers focus on how much they are willing to pay for convince and fullness for 
themselves or their family. Include the informational facts about the Black Angus roast beef 
used in Larry’s Giant Subs and how consumers are getting both quality in the quantity. 
Include ‘Home of the Big One’ slogan emphasizing the word ‘big’ by placing a giant sub 
sandwich in every advertisement medium. Because not only are consumers getting the 

To test the measurement of success from this campaign can be shown by the increase of 
quantity of persons in store. Larry’s will print the customers receipt with an online survey 
option, as well as, a URL address code on it. If the customers take the survey they will 
receive a free drink on their next purchase of a sub or $2.00 off their next sub. This method 
provides incentive for our consumers and assists in our collection of quantitative data. To 
reach our target audience, billboards, flyers, and radio will be our primary mediums used, 
along with a large giant inflatable sub sandwich placed on top of Larry’s Giant Subs
building to increase awareness. building to increase awareness. 
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